Risk Management
Moving Beyond Controlling Costs to Managing Margins
Restaurant chains monitor commodity markets to utilize hedges and manage costs, but today’s market
volatility requires moving beyond controlling costs to managing operating margins. With SCA, risk
managers have a more comprehensive view using real-time information across the supply chain.

Balance Commodities Risk & Opportunity
Based on deep food industry expertise, our Risk Management
solution helps restaurant chains understand market basket risk in
real-time, get early warning signals of changing demand and
identify cost savings opportunities.

With more comprehensive, up-to-date information, SCA’s Risk
Management provides risk managers with:
• Real-time visibility to latest core item and LTO forecasts and
corresponding commodity purchase needs
• Advanced what-if scenario analysis for hedges and contracts
• Reports to quantify and track value at risk as well as
performance reports by commodity, category or brand

Benefits include:
• Better coverage, risk
analysis and reporting
• Improved cost performance
by aligning risk
management and sourcing
• Lower commodity cost with

• Risk management collaboration with suppliers.

faster response to market
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Static data
Fixed forecasts
Limited scenarios
Cost assumptions
Siloed analysis
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Real-time data
Updated forecasts
Unlimited scenarios
Optimized costs
Integrated approach
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• Collaboration across
departments and with
suppliers
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Risk Management
Mitigate Risk While Capturing
Opportunity
Quick service, fast casual and other food service providers use our Risk Management to gain a
comprehensive, real-time view of sourcing needs. With advanced analytics for scenario planning, hedging
decisions become more precise and more profitable.

Understand market basket risk in real-time
with latest core & LTO volumes

Get early-warning signals as LTO forecasts
and supply needs change

Make commodity decisions with
full visibility by menu item and store
Capture commodity market opportunities
and avoid cost increases in real-time

Enable World-Class Supply Chain Excellence
Leading restaurant chains rely on our supply planning and margin management solutions to reduce risk,
boost profits and build market share. Designed by food people, for food people, SCA Planner™ provides a
collaborative, integrated approach that gets procurement, supply chain, finance, risk management,
marketing, menu management and others all on the same page.
Our SOC 2 audited cloud offering and certified integration with leading enterprise solutions speed
implementations while lowering costs. To learn more visit us at www.scatech.com
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